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Book seven of THE RACHAEL O'BRIEN CHRONICLES is Rachaelâ€™s last year of college, but

before classes begin her grandmother's stately home is burgled and a rare book of prophecies is

defaced with a menacing message threatening the family.Skeletons from the past begin tumbling

out of the closet, implicating Rachael in a string of murders. When her psychic mother vanishes and

a strange old key is delivered without a return address she is left to wonder if there's a link. With

sinister forces threatening her, the life and death question becomes whether Rachael can rely on

unlikely liaisons to escape an inherited vendetta in Paisley Ray's PRAISE THE LARD.
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A really fun book following Rachael into her final year of college. Adventure and mystery still abound

and we finally get to see more about what Bets is really after and more about GeeGee's mysterious

past. You'd think graduation would be the end of the Rachael O/Brien Chronicles, but the very end

of the book promises a lot more possibility. Maybe we will finally find out something about Stone.

Overall, this author engages and keeps you laughing and guessing. I like that the setting is from



Sept-June, so we follow Rachael and her friends through the whole year.

I purely love these books. I graduated high school about the same time as the characters, and I like

the flashback to college days. I have enjoyed these, and have eagerly awaited each new

installment. I want more!Nice light reading but with a good storyline and plot. I like the mystery with

a Southern twist genre. These would be really good for beach / vacation reading.

Another winner in the Rachael O'Brien series! Unlike some series that grow stale and blah with

each book, this one just keeps getting better and better! I can never predict what Rachael is going to

do next, which makes for an entertaining and surprising read. Boy, the trouble this girl finds herself

in! So glad she wasn't my college roommate. ;-) Definitely read them in order if you're just starting

this series. Can't wait to see what happens next!

Itâ€™s Rachaelâ€™s last year of college and, of course, craziness follows her once again. Starting

with Betts and Maeve burglarizing GGâ€™s house, moving on to the early birth of her father and

Trudyâ€™s baby, and then a return to New Orleans with boy issues added in there, too, equals one

wild and crazy year.Praise the Lard, the seventh of the Rachael Oâ€™Brien Chronicles, was one of

the best in the series. Itâ€™s got loads of action interspersed with humor. I enjoyed it very much and

recommend reading it (and the rest of the series, too).

LOVED this book. Left me wanting MORE, MORE, MORE! I have adored every single one of the

books in this series. The problem is, they are like popcorn, you pick it up, you devour it, and you are

looking at the bottom of the bucket, before you realize you were even eating! Please tell me I can

have a refill, soon!

I have read every book of the Rachael O'Brien series and love every one of them. The only

disappointment was book 6 only because it was too short! Love the colorful characters and hilarious

story line. I feel i know each character personally and cannot wait for the next book! Read these in

order. But do read them!

I am absolutely in love with these characters and their stories!! All seven of these books have made

me laugh out loud, bite my nails in suspense, and cheer for victory. Paisley Ray has brought these

characters to life in such a special way, I feel like I know them. You just can't put the books down



until you find out what happens!! This story cleared up a lot of past questions and delightfully posed

new ones in such a way that I am truly looking forward to Rachael's next adventure!! I recommend

this series to everyone I know!! It's a must read- all of them are!! :)

I don't think I could ever get tired of reading the Rachael O'Brien Chronicles. Paisley Ray never

disappoints with this series. If you're like me and enjoy reading a good series, you can't go wrong

here. Make sure you have a day to dedicate to reading, because once you get started you won't be

able to stop until the end. I hope I get to read more about Rachael O'Brien and the trouble that

always follows her in the near future.
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